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Engineering affective atmospheres 
on the moving geographies of the
1897 Andrée expedition
Derek P. McCormack
School of Geography, Oxford University Centre for the Environment
How might the dynamic materiality of atmosphere be addressed in ways that register simultaneously
its meteorological and affective qualities? The present article considers this question via a discussion of the
kinds of atmospheric spaces in which the emergence and experience of modern balloon (or aerostatic) flight
is implicated. In doing so it argues that aerostatic flight can be understood simultaneously as a technology for
moving through atmosphere in a meteorological sense and as an event generative, at least potentially, of
atmospheres in an affective sense. This argument is exemplified via a discussion of a particularly notable
instance of balloon flight: the attempt, in 1897 by a Swedish engineer, Salomon August Andrée, and two
companions, to fly to the North Pole in a hydrogen-filled balloon. Drawing upon a range of contemporaneous
accounts, the article makes three claims about the expedition: first, that it can be understood, following Spinoza,
as an effort to engineer a mode of addressing the meteorological atmosphere as a relational field of affect;
second, that the passage of the expedition can be understood in terms of the registering of atmospheres (in
both meteorological and affective terms) in moving, sensing bodies; and third, that the expedition was also
generative of a distributed space of anticipation and expectancy. In concluding, the article speculates upon how
conceiving of atmospheric space as simultaneously as meteorological and affective might contribute to recent
attempts to rethink the materialities of cultural geographies.
Keywords : affect • Andrée • atmosphere • emotion • feeling • materiality • Spinoza
Introduction
This article explores how atmosphere might be addressed and understood as a space thatis simultaneously processual, distributed, and sensed. In doing so, it provides an account
of the materiality of atmospheric space that aims to move between two ways in which that
term is registered and understood. The first is atmosphere in a meteorological sense: atmos-
phere as a turbulent zone of gaseous matter surrounding the earth and through the lower
reaches of which human and non-human life moves. The second is atmosphere in an affect-
ive sense: something distributed yet palpable, a quality of environmental immersion that
registers in and through sensing bodies while also remaining diffuse, in the air, ethereal.1
In seeking to hold together both senses of atmosphere the article is intended as a
contribution to emerging efforts within and beyond the sub-discipline of cultural geography
to interlace two important trajectories of thinking. The first trajectory revolves around attempts
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to think through the materiality of landscapes and environments in ways that avoid rehearsing
a division between two distinct ontological domains: one cultural and the other physical.2 As
various scholars have argued, both landscape and environment might better be apprehended
in processual terms: as shifting fields of materiality within which certain sensibilities and
visibilities circulate and precipitate.3 The second, and related, trajectory revolves around ques-
tions of affectivity within geography, and the degree to which these questions provide ways of
thinking through the processual materiality of environments. Of particular importance here is
a growing realization of the necessity of attending to and through the differentiated nature
of affectivity, and more specifically, to the difference between categories of affect, as a field
of pre-personal intensity; feeling as that intensity registered in sensing bodies; and emotion as
the socio-cultural expression of that felt intensity.4 The distinctions between these categories
are increasingly well articulated, and the aim of this article is not so much to rehearse their
origin, emergence or ongoing development. Rather, it argues for the importance of fore-
grounding such a differentiated conception of affectivity in any attempt to rethink the mate-
riality of atmosphere in terms that are simultaneously meteorological and affective. In doing
so it aims to demonstrate how such differentiation allows the affectivity of atmosphere to be
understood in ways that engage a range of more-than-human processes and relations while
also remaining attentive to how these processes and relations are potentially sensed in mov-
ing bodies as so many intensities of feeling.
This argument is developed via a particular methodological strategy: following the
movement of an aerostatic body – or lighter-than-air balloon – through the different kinds of
atmospheric space in which this movement is implicated. Pursuing the movement of a spe-
cific ‘thing’ in this way is not so much evidence of the necessity of anchoring the narrative
of the article onto a reassuringly material object: instead, the aim is to follow the ongoing
transformation of an aerostatic body through the distributed and differentiated affective mate-
riality of atmospheric space.5 More specifically, the article focuses on a particularly notable
instance of aerostatic flight: the attempt in 1897, by a Swedish engineer, Salomon August
Andrée, and two companions, to fly to the North Pole in a hydrogen-filled balloon. By draw-
ing upon a range of contemporaneous accounts, including the diaries and notes left by the
expedition members, the article narrates the atmospheric spaces of the expedition in three
ways. First, through a discussion of how the Andrée expedition can be understood, following
Spinoza, as an effort to engineer a solution to the problem of polar travel by addressing the
meteorological atmosphere as a field of relations of affect. Then, and second, through a con-
sideration of how the passage of the expedition can be understood in terms of the regis-
tering of atmospheres (in both meteorological and affective terms) in moving, sensing bodies.
Third, and finally, the article outlines how the movement of the expedition was productive
of distributed space of anticipation and expectancy, in which it continued to circulate and
be sensed long after its disappearance.
The article is organized as follows. To begin, it provides an overview of the relation
between aerostatic bodies and different ways of thinking and experiencing atmospheric space.
Following a brief introduction to the Andrée expedition, the article then discusses how the
movement of this expedition unfolds as a differential passage between atmospheres that are
simultaneously meteorological and affective. In concluding, the article speculates upon how
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thinking of atmospheric spacing in this way might contribute to ongoing efforts to rework
the materialities of cultural geographies.
On atmospheres and aerostatic bodies
In a number of recent articles the anthropologist Tim Ingold has discussed how meteoro-
logical phenomena have been treated within the social sciences and humanities.6 For Ingold
such phenomena have often been framed in terms of an ontological division between the
material and the immaterial, where the former refers to the earthbound and concrete, and the
latter to something tethered loosely above or around the grounded concreteness of terra firma.
As he puts it, ‘following what is by now a familiar line of thought, the surface of the earth
has become an interface between the concrete and the imaginary. What lies below (the earth)
belongs to the physical world, whereas what arches above (the sky) is sublimated to thought’.7
Underpinned by this division, most work about these phenomena has tended therefore to
address the symbolic and cultural significance of atmosphere and weather in human society.8
And in doing so, such accounts have also underplayed the animate agency of phenomena such
as wind, frost, ice, and fog. For Ingold, in contrast, atmospheric phenomena including weather
need to be thought instead as part of a field of moving materiality that registers differen-
tially in the perceptual affordances of sensing bodies.
Following Ingold then, there are various ways through which to trace the registering and
sensing of the materiality of atmospheric space. One way would be to revisit and rethink par-
ticular kinds of artistic representation as an attempt to depict the distributed and diffuse space
of atmosphere. Another might be to focus on the phenomenological experience of certain
atmospheric and meteorological phenomena by attending to how such phenomena figure as
lively participants in various kinds of animism. As Ingold puts it, in animist ‘ontology, … the
properties of the medium through which [living beings move] are all-important. That is why
the inhabited world is constituted in the first place by the aerial flux of weather rather than
by the grounded fixities of landscape’.9 While suggestive, such cultures of animism are not
the only source from which we might begin rethinking the relations between the materiality
of earth-atmosphere relations. It might also be possible to do so by following the movement
of a range of more or less than human bodies: bodies whose affective materiality is not nec-
essarily reducible to the terms of an individual subjective experience. And it might also be
possible to rethink the moving materiality of these relations through contexts that are often
juxtaposed to any effort to think through affectivity: contexts involving the engineering of
technological devices.10
Aerostatic bodies – or lighter-than-air balloons – provide a useful vehicle through which to
undertake such rethinking, and precisely because their emergence facilitates distinctive ways of
experiencing and relating to atmospheric space.11 The significance of the balloon as an aero-
static body in this regard can be understood in three ways. First, the balloon offered a techni-
cal and scientific instrument through which to gather data about atmospheric processes. In this
sense, the balloon is central to the emergence of atmosphere as the object of scientific prac-




as a distinct zone of moving matter.12 Then, and second, the balloon offered a vehicle through
which to explore the imaginative dimensions of earth-atmosphere relations. Perhaps most
notable in this regard is Jules Verne’s Five weeks in a balloon in which a group of British ex-
plorers fly from east to west across the continent of Africa.13 Then, and third, the balloon
facilitated a new kind of immersive experience of atmosphere. Aerostatic flight seemed to
provide a privileged opportunity for the educated mind to experience atmospheric space directly.
As one observer put it: ‘undisturbed by the interference of ordinary impressions, [the balloon-
ist’s] mind more readily admits the influence of those sublime ideas of extension and space
which, in virtue of his exalted station, he is supremely and solely calculated to enjoy’.14
The experience of balloon flight was more than contemplative however – it was also
profoundly affective. In one of the few sustained critical commentaries on the cultural signifi-
cance of ballooning, Elaine Freedgood has suggested that the wide appeal in Victorian Britain
of this practice had much to do with the kind of emotional experiences of which aerostatic
flight was generative.15 This experience, argues Freedgood, was amplified by the aesthetic con-
tours of the wider ‘geography of risk’ in which it was situated: in this context the sense of
being co-extensive – if not overwhelmed by – the immensity of the atmosphere offered one
vehicle for the cultivation of aesthetic individuality in a world which appeared increasingly dis-
enchanted by rationality, industrialization and secularization. The prevalence of descriptions of
this experience in accounts of Victorian balloon flight leads Freedgood to explain its signifi-
cance via psychoanalytic theories of regression. For Freedgood, balloon flight afforded the
possibility of regressing, however temporarily, to the ‘oceanic feelings’ of the infant, a state
in which the subject has yet to differentially precipitate as a discrete, self-contained individual.
In these terms, the balloon, as aerostatic thing, becomes an experiential-aesthetic vehicle for
the immersion of the self in the object-less, and vaguely womb-like world of the atmosphere.
Such a psychoanalytic reading of the affective nature of balloon flight has some merit. Yet it
also has a number of significant limitations. Of most consequence is the fact that by placing
primacy on the psychical and the cultural as the key registers through which the affective experi-
ence of balloon flight are explained, the participation of the distinctive affective materiality of
both atmosphere and aerostatic bodies in such experience is underplayed. Furthermore, it
becomes all too easy to cast the experience of atmospheric immersion as a kind of infantile
regression, rather than something through which it might be possible to rethink the nature of
the atmospheres in which bodies move.
The remainder of this article considers a specific episode of aerostatic flight – the Andrée
expedition – as a vehicle through which to rethink the affective materiality of atmosphere in
ways that are not reducible to such psychoanalytic terms. Departing from Danes Island
(Danskøya) on 11 July 1897 from the northwest corner of the Svalbard archipelago Salomon
August Andrée and his two compatriots, Nils Strindberg and Knut Fraenkel aimed both to
reach the North Pole and to ‘explore as much as possible of the North Polar Region in
Geographical respects’.16 Refracted through the lens of critical scholarship about practices of
exploration, the Andrée expedition appears as a peculiarly idiosyncratic exemplification of the
wider imperatives of late 19th century polar voyaging.17 Appealing directly to Swedish nation-
alism,18 it provided a vehicle through which the imperial ambitions of that country could be
potentially realized. Furthermore, insofar as one of the key aims of the expedition was to
investigate the use of the balloon as a platform from which to map photographically the
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Arctic, Andrée’s endeavour can be read in terms of the enactment of a cartographic im-
perative to render legible unmapped surfaces of the earth.
While the rationale and justification for such exploration can be explained via a range of
scientific, geopolitical and imaginative factors, the practices and conduct of exploration also
involve technical engagements with the problem of how to inhabit and become mobile in
polar regions.19 As Urban Wråkberg has argued, by the end of the 19th Century, polar explo-
ration was going through something of a ‘logistical crisis’, with ‘all the techniques of travel
[having] been tested without any major breakthrough’.20 Andrée’s balloon provided one pos-
sible solution to this crisis. Arctic travel by balloon, Andrée argued, had obvious advantages
over the various competing methods then employed in the service of polar exploration. It
would obviate the dangers and difficulties of man-hauling [sic] across the ice, and would
remove the necessity of spending months if not years in ‘vessels which are carried like erratic
blocks, frozen fast to wandering masses of ice’.21 The balloon therefore offered the prospect
of a relatively quick and far less strenuous route to the North Pole, one that avoided any
requirement to contend with the shifting materiality of ice and water.
Andrée’s declared confidence in the possibilities afforded by his balloon might well be under-
stood as an attempt to transcend the trials and tribulations of a more corporeal mode of
dwelling in the Arctic, and as a desire to transcend the limits of the body as a necessary
vehicle of and for successful polar exploration. It might also be read as the exemplification of
a certain kind of masculinist faith in the possibilities of engineering as a vehicle of technical
progress: faith rooted deeply in a form of rationalism that disavowed emotion. Indeed, the
figure of Andrée seems the very embodiment of the technocratic engineer. Contemporaneous
accounts present him as a sober technological rationalist: someone for whom the body is a
mere instrument in the pursuit of technical and scientific knowledge. This is the Andrée who,
during his participation in the first International Polar Year (1881–84) submitted himself to a
peculiar experiment to determine the effect of the long Arctic night on skin colour. Remaining
indoors for one month, he emerged with apparent proof that lack of exposure to sunlight
causes the skin to acquire a greenish hue. At the same time, Andrée appears as someone in
possession of a remarkable determination to remain as unaffected as possible by emotion and
feeling. This is the Andrée, who, in his own words, ‘abhorred the idea of marriage because it
involved “factors which cannot be arranged according to plan”’. And this is the Andrée who,
when he felt a ‘few heart leaves sprouting’ said ‘I resolutely pull them up by the roots. …
I know that if I once let such a feeling live, it would become so strong that I dare not give
in to it’.22
So it would be easy, perhaps, to rehearse a critical narrative of the Andrée expedition in
terms of how it exemplifies the extent to which the disavowal of emotional embodiment
becomes a necessary element of manly and heroic polar exploration. And it would be tempt-
ing to frame the expedition in terms of an unspoken, perhaps repressed desire on the part
of Andrée to experience the kinds of oceanic feelings about which Freedgood writes. Yet,
as this article seeks to demonstrate, such critical narratives are complicated if affectivity is
differentiated, and in ways that allow us to think of atmosphere as a space whose moving
materiality is transversal to any attempt to divide the meteorological from the affective. Thus,
in what follows, the Andrée expedition emerges in different ways, as an attempt to address




expectancy. And the passage between both atmospheric spaces is registered through moving
bodies of variable speeds and slowness.
Addressing affective bodies
How then might we begin thinking about the aerostatic bodies and affective atmospheres of
which the passage of the Andrée expedition consists? In the middle of things: in the mid-
dle of the relations of which the expedition, as an event, is composed. And in the middle
of this event is a peculiar kind of moving still point: an enveloped body of hydrogen gas,
an aerostatic balloon. This balloon is what is most distinctive about the Andrée expedition:
it is what potentializes the expedition, what gives it some lift. On the surface, a balloon has
a peculiar kind of object-ness, most apparent during the event of ascension and flight. But
as an aerostatic body – a balloon (and particularly Andrée’s balloon) – and its relation to the
atmosphere through which it moves, needs to be understood in more dynamic terms.
Spinoza’s thinking provides a useful source of orientation here, particularly insofar as it offers
a way of conceiving of the affectivity of bodies that does not necessarily reduce this
affectivity to the terms of human corporeality.
For Spinoza, bodies are not to be defined in terms of their organic form or functional
properties. Nor are they to be defined in terms of the kind of matter of which they are com-
posed. Instead the question of what a body is can be considered equivalent to the ethological
question of what a body can do. In a move that reveals the geometrical rationalism underpin-
ning his thinking, Spinoza further defines what bodies can do along two axes. The first of
these is kinetic. Because for Spinoza ‘all bodies are either moving or at rest’, bodies (at least
simple bodies) are therefore ‘distinguished with respect to motion or rest, quickness or slow-
ness, and not with respect to substance’.23 If a group of bodies move at the same speed, or
in such a way ‘that they communicate their motions one to another in a certain ratio, these
bodies are reciprocally called united bodies’.24 The second axis is dynamic, and refers to the
capacity that a body has to affect, and be affected by, other bodies. Some affective relations
and encounters will enhance the capacity of bodies to act, and others will diminish it. While
Spinoza concentrates much of his attention on the affects of the human body (corpus
humanum), his analysis extends the category of the body beyond the sphere of the human in
ways that creatively rework the division between an aerostatic body and the atmosphere
through which it moves. A body, following Deleuze’s reading of Spinoza can, for instance, be
a gust of wind. It can be defined in terms of kinetic relations: by relations of speed and slow-
ness – the velocity and energy of molecules, differential temperature and pressure gradients.
At the same time, it can be defined dynamically, in terms of its capacity to affect other bod-
ies – to alter their speed, direction, and intensity.
If bodies are to be understood in this way, atmosphere is not therefore just a space through
which such bodies move. Atmosphere is instead a set of dynamic and kinetic affects, where
affect is the pre-individual intensity of relation between bodies. These affects are never just
actual, but are ‘fringed forever by a more that continuously develops, and that continuously
supersedes them’.25 Put another way, there is a generative virtuality that pertains to affect, one
that is necessary to think the movement of bodies in relation not only to themselves, but to
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a yet to be determined future. In these terms, atmosphere is a field of virtual movement from
which certain bodies, including wind, are always in the process of actualizing. As Peter
Hallward puts it:
To measure the ‘actual’ weather at any given moment in time and space is like taking a static snapshot of a
process that itself remains in a state of continuous interactive change. The weather is only ever actual in the
passing instant of a present moment, but what determines every such actuality is the dynamic motion of atmos-
pheric forces as a whole. This motion or force itself cannot be grasped simply by measuring a series of actual
states of affairs to which it gives rise: as motion or energy, it exists in intensive rather than extensive form.26
Spinoza’s affective cartography therefore provides a way of apprehending the relation between
atmosphere and bodies without reinstating the divide Ingold is so concerned to avoid: rather
than ontologically separate, bodies and atmospheres are simply two different ways in which
intensive substance expresses itself in extension, even if their relative speeds are different. In
these terms Andrée’s aerostatic balloon body can be situated on Spinoza’s cartography of
affective relations between bodies of different speeds. Mapping the affects of a hydrogen-
filled aerostatic body is rather straightforward: buoyancy, itself dependent upon temperature,
and potential catastrophic combustion. Enveloped in some shape or form, a buoyant body
of hydrogen can also be affected by a moving body of wind. In fact, under normal condi-
tions, the movement of both bodies will always be in ‘agreement’. Andrée himself puts it
thus: ‘A balloon, which floats perfectly freely in a current of air, moves in exactly the same
direction and at precisely the same speed as those of the current of air. This agreement
between the current of air and the movement of the balloon makes it useless to provide the
balloon with such accessories as sails, rudder, etc’.27 As such, a moving body of hydrogen is
not dirigible: its direction depends entirely on the wind. Making the balloon dirigible, even
in part, requires something else. Internal combustion engines would have provided one solu-
tion, had they been sufficiently light and powerful enough. No, what is needed, according to
Andrée is the procurement
For the balloon [of] another speed, either greater or less than that of the wind. If it is possible to give the bal-
loon a greater speed than the wind has, it can be steered in all possible directions, even right against the wind.
But if the balloon can only be given a speed less than the wind’s, it cannot be steered against the wind, but may
be made to deviate more or less from the direction of the current of air.28
Despite the rhetoric through which his expedition is publicized, as an engineer Andrée is not
necessarily concerned with mastery of the air: he is concerned with relations of speed and
slowness, with the capacity to slip into the middle of a moving body of air, and, with a lit-
tle help, modify the relation between that body of air and a buoyant body of hydrogen. How
then to engineer the affective capacity of a moving aerostatic body, to modify its relations
of speed and slowness? Experiment, even if only unintentionally.29 In 1893, in his balloon
Svea (Sweden), Andrée launches from Stockholm, and is last seen drifting out over the Baltic.
Over nine hours later he manages to land on an island near Turku, in Finland. Despite being
unplanned, Andrée’s flight generates a minor sensation upon his return to Sweden. It appears
also to convince him of the value of guide-ropes in regulating the altitude of a balloon and
increasing the distance such a balloon could travel.30 The advantage of the drag-lines or guide-




heavy, and sinks, the extra weight of the drag-lines is supported by the ground, which means
that the balloon will tend to rise again. And if the balloon becomes too buoyant, perhaps as
a result of warming by sunlight, the tendency to rise is countered by the extra weight of the
ropes. Then, and second, the ropes slow the balloon relative to the speed of the wind. This
difference in speed means that if a sail fixed to the balloon is set at an angle against the
wind, the balloon should deviate from the direction of the wind.
Andrée’s balloon, at least in theory, is an attempt to engineer the capacity to affect and
be affected by the wind, but also by the surface of the earth over which the balloon passes,
trailing the drag-lines as it does. Less a surface onto which symbolic significance is inscribed,
the balloon is better understood therefore as a mode of addressing the atmosphere: a way
of entering into a virtual field of kinetic and affective relations.31 At best then, Andrée the
‘balloonatic’ is a kind of cartographer of affect, mapping the kinetic and dynamic relations
of a hydrogen-filled, silk-enveloped balloon-body.
Remotely sensed bodies
The launch of the balloon from Danes Island changes everything. Shortly after ascending,
the balloon is forced down towards the water, probably by a wind coming off Danes Island.
In these first fraught moments of its flight, The Eagle loses a number of the guide ropes
designed by Andrée to give the balloon a degree of dirigibility against the wind. Their loss,
combined with the forced jettisoning of a significant quantity of ballast, diminishes severely
the capacity of the crew of The Eagle to exercise control over its direction and altitude: in
effect, rendering it a free-floating body of hydrogen. Yet despite this incident, no decision
to abandon the flight is taken.
The accounts of the flight in the diaries and notebooks kept by members of the Andrée
expedition are fragmentary and suggestive. Nor, with some exceptions – such as Strindberg’s
letters – do these accounts reveal much about the inner emotional lives of the three men.
There is little about hope, sadness, fear, joy. The details of which they speak are far more
mundane: details of position, of longitude and latitude, of buoyancy, altitude, precipitation,
condensation, and drift; of the perceptual confusion of this landscape of ice, fog, and water;
of the moving feeling of balloon flight. As the writing of John Wylie has demonstrated, such
details reveal how bodies register the effects and affects of polar landscapes through distinc-
tive kinds of sensuous encounters with and within shifting fields of materiality, perception,
and affect.32 Elsewhere, Kathryn Yusoff has argued that photographic images of polar explo-
ration work as ‘archives of the feeling body’, simultaneously registering the duration and
intensity of light and corporeal exposure in hostile environments.33 Similarly, it is possible 
to understand what remains of the Andrée expedition as such an archive, or perhaps more
accurately, as an archive of the remote – yet felt – sensing of atmospheres (as simultaneously
meteorological and affective) in moving bodies, where feeling is understood as the register-
ing, or actualizing of a field of affect in a sensing body.
So the diaries, notes, and almanac provide an archive of how the movement of the bal-
loon through an atmospheric field of affect is felt in sensing bodies. And for as long as the
balloon journey lasts, what is felt, primarily, is an ongoing modification of buoyancy in
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relation to an atmospheric field. The Eagle’s guide-ropes had been designed to regulate this
buoyancy, while also, in theory, offering the possibility of a degree of dirigibility. With the loss
of these ropes and of a significant amount of ballast at the outset of the journey, the capacity
of the three men in the balloon to exercise much control over its altitude and direction is
diminished severely. So, from about 1.40pm on the 11th of July until sometime after midnight
on the 12th, the balloon is in free flight, reaching altitudes of up to 700 metres, far higher
than had been intended. From then on, the balloon moves at a much lower altitude, the
remaining guide and drag ropes in contact with the surface. With this loss of control, other 
agencies and processes take over, becoming part of the unpredictable line of continuous
variation of which the movement of the expedition consists: its rises and falls, its ascending
and descending.
The process of precipitation is crucial here. Surprisingly, Andrée underestimated the fre-
quency of precipitation in the area north of Spitzbergen. And as things turn out, the jour-
ney of the balloon becomes an ongoing passage through cloud and fog banks. The most
immediate effect of this is to reduce the visibility upon which the photographic element of
the expedition depends. Precipitation also becomes disorientation: ‘The course and speed can-
not be determined for we do not see the ice beneath us.’34 Moreover, the very nature of the
material through and over which they move becomes indeterminate: ‘11h 20m Cloud or land?
N 70° E. Float at height of 460m. It was cloud … 11h 55m o’cl. It looks like water and ice
along the horizon in E but it is only the shadow of an altocumulus cloud in E.’35 But pre-
cipitation is more than a clouding of vision. It also affects the buoyancy of the balloon. The
fog cools the hydrogen and condenses on the envelope and rigging, often freezing in the
form of hoarfrost, adding significantly to the weight of the balloon and reducing further its
lifting capacity. And when it thaws, the moisture soaks into the rigging, such that ‘everything
is dripping and the balloon weighted down’.36 This is not, then, the region of ‘continuous
sunshine’ about which Andrée had spoken in 1895, a factor he claimed would maintain ‘the
temperature of the balloon and air at an extremely equable level’, such that there would be
‘little alteration in the carrying power of the balloon’.37 And when the balloon envelope does
pass out of fog or cloud, the hydrogen within is warmed by the sunlight, with a resultant
increase in its lifting capacity, and a gain in altitude: ‘12th July, 4h 50 o’clock. Fog lightens a
little and the balloon is rising.’38
In turn, the rising and falling of the balloon modify the permeability of the envelope itself,
with the escape of hydrogen registering as ‘a soft whistling for a long time in the large valve’.39
Manufactured in Paris, the balloon has been fabricated by sewing together layers of silk, which
are then covered with a layer of resin designed to seal the seams: a fabric envelope with about
eight million tiny holes. The reliability of this design and the capacity of the balloon to remain
aloft for the 30 days Andrée has claimed necessary for the journey had both been questioned
before the expedition. Indeed, Nils Ekholm, a member of Andrée’s first abortive expedition
in 1896, had withdrawn subsequently because of his concerns about the leakage of gas.
Despite some testing prior to departure, the capacity of the envelope to retain gas is affected
severely by the changes in temperature and altitude experienced by the balloon. Shortly after
its fraught ascent, the balloon shoots up to about 700 metres. The resultant drop in the sur-
rounding air pressure allows a significant quantity of hydrogen to escape – about 11,480 cubic




If the affects of the balloon become a continuous line of rises and falls, then this line is
modified further by the wind – upon which the success of the expedition is dependent. Blowing
initially from the southwest during the launch of The Eagle, the wind becomes more westerly
in the early hours of the 12th of July. Later that morning it changes direction, blowing from
the east for about 15 hours. The loss of some of the guide ropes during the launch means
that the crew of The Eagle are in no position to even attempt to alter its course. The balloon
becomes a body in almost perfect agreement with another – the wind. Until, at some point,
during the night of the 12 July, one of the drag-lines becomes jammed under the ice. At the
same time, the wind begins to blow from the north, a wind, which, if the balloon had been
free, would probably have carried it back much of the way to Spitzbergen. The balloon ‘sways,
twists and rises and sinks incessantly. It wishes to be off but cannot’.41 The Eagle remains
tethered above the ice, its stillness generative of contemplation: ‘It is not a little strange to be
floating here above the Polar Sea. To be the first that have floated here in a balloon. How
soon, I wonder, shall we have successors? Shall we be thought mad or will our example be fol-
lowed? I cannot deny but that all three of us are dominated by a feeling of pride.’42
Such contemplative moments are rare however. What remains of the balloon journey
becomes an exercise in monitoring and modifying buoyancy. Despite the loss of the guide
ropes, the three men can alter this in some ways. Materials, objects, and equipment can be
jettisoned. Yet such is the finely balanced relationship between aerostat and atmosphere that
they begin to realize that their own sensing bodies have the capacity to modify the affective
map of the expedition: ‘6h 35m Aée [sic] pisses at the height of 600m. We rise probably on
account of this throwing out of ballast.’43And a little later: ‘8h 32m We are now travelling
horizontally so finely that is a pity we are obliged to breathe, as that makes the balloon lighter
of course. And so Fraenkel and I go and spit, too!’44 Spit and piss become minor
modifications of a body’s felt capacity to act: ‘9h 41m Fraenkel’s and Strindberg’s available
quantities of piss are thrown out.’45
But this is nowhere near enough. Somewhere around 2.00pm on 12 July, the balloon begins
experiencing ‘hard and continuous bumps against the ground resulting from the fog that
weighs down’.46 And this is the way the remainder of the balloon journey proceeds: a series
of ‘constant bumpings violent’,47 the nausea inducing monotony of ‘touch, new touch,
another touch’.48 The warming effect of sunlight providing a little light relief: ‘now and then
blue patches, a refreshing sight after all the “stampings” during the night. The carrying power
of the balloon also increases finely’.49 And moments of escape into the carrying ring: ‘one
feels so safe there and so at home. One knows that the bumps up there are felt less and this
allows one to sit calmly and write without having to hold on. In the carrying-ring the vibra-
tions from the drag-lines are felt somewhat (they are not felt at all in the car) but instead
the bumps against the ground are felt much less’.50
At 8.11pm on 14 July the three men jump out of the balloon, and begin preparing for
their journey over the pack ice to the northern part of the Svalbard Archipelago, in the
knowledge that they are equipped for a ‘balloon expedition, for [a] journey to be carried out
by balloon, [as] travellers [reliant] on the balloon’.51 But it is hardly necessary to rehearse here
the details of this journey, or to recount the emotionally charged narrative of which these
details continue to be generative.52 What is important here is how the balloon journey can
be understood as a processual transformation in altitude, temperature, direction and
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precipitation: and how such transformations in an affective-atmospheric field are registered
as a series of sensed modifications of a body’s capacity to affect and be affected.
Engineering expectancy
Even as The Eagle disappears to the world, something of the Andrée expedition remains:
a distributed space of expectancy existing as a diffuse field of potential from which precip-
itates rumours, spectral sightings, and ghostly balloons. Andrée’s expedition is not of course
the first balloon flight generative of such an affective atmosphere. The publics that gathered
around early aerostatic bodies were animated by the expectation of ascension, and the ascent
of a balloon could become an affective vector of hope, fear, wonder, terror, or amusement.
As one commentator of the scene of such an early ascent put it: ‘two hundred thousand
men [sic]. Lifting their hands in wonder, admiring, glad, astonished; some in tears for fear
the intrepid physicists should come to harm, some on their knees overcome with emotion,
but all following the aeronauts in spirit.’53 Clearly, the launch of the Andrée expedition was
only witnessed directly by a handful of people. Yet it was no less part of an affective atmos-
phere, albeit one far more distributed, and one amplified by appeals to both the universal
imperatives of exploration and Swedish national aspirations. Thus, shortly after news of the
launch of the expedition, an editorial in the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet, described the
members of the expedition as:
Three men alone meeting infinity and the unknown, sailing towards a goal which nobody in the world so far has
reached. And below them a little crowd, standing helpless with its dread and with only some poor good wishes
in its heart. A little crowd! But no, this handful of friends represents a whole nation, yes even more, the whole
civilized world, whose eyes at the hour of departure and farewell follow the three explorers towards the far-away
unknown … and with these hopes we send the wish that today is expressed everywhere in Sweden and in Swedish
homes: Good luck on your voyage.54
But the intensity of the field of expectancy in which the expedition is implicated is not just
a matter of its resonance with certain pre-scripted emotional narratives. The very movement
of The Eagle also potentializes the affectivity of this space: a virtual field from which the
expedition (real or imagined) may actualize at various points. This process has been associ-
ated with balloon flight from its early days. Indeed, such was the affective power of early
balloon flights that in September 1783 the French Government issued a pamphlet advising
the populace of their possible appearance:
Anyone who shall see in the sky such a globe (which resembles ‘la lune obscurie’) should be aware that, far from
being an alarming phenomenon, it is only a machine, made of taffetas, or light canvas covered with paper, that
cannot possibly cause any harm, and which will some day prove serviceable to the wants of society.55
Such pamphlets may have assuaged certain fears: but they heightened anticipation and expect-
ation. Similarly, the distributed field of expectancy through which the expedition continued to
persist even after its disappearance was engineered at least in part by the expedition itself.
Andrée is reported to have claimed that no news of the expedition should be expected ‘before




one day be surprised by news of our arrival somewhere’.56 Before departing, and in anticipa-
tion of possible landings in Alaska, Canada, Greenland, the expedition had also arranged for
leaflets to be distributed around the Arctic in an effort to send the ‘information of [the] pro-
posed journey to the places farthest north in touch with civilization’.57 These leaflets advised
readers not to be worried if they should see a large spherical object floating through the sky:
nor to be afraid of its occupants. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the distribution of such leaflets con-
tributed to the generation and circulation of rumours about the sighting and discovery of
Andrée’s balloon. On 31 July 1897, ‘an object was seen in the White Sea by the captain of a
vessel passing through there which it was thought, might possibly be the Andrée balloon’.58
Other sightings were made near the North Cape in Norway, Greenland, Russia, Canada, and
bizarrely, in Germania, Iowa.59 Leaflets distributed in the Siberian Arctic seem to have proved
particularly generative of sightings and rumours. On 11 February 1899, 18 months after the
launch of the expedition, The New York Sun reported the apparent discovery, ‘between Komo
and the Pit River, in the Government of Yeniseisk, [of] a kind of cabin made of cloth and
cordage, apparently belonging to a balloon. Nearby were found the bodies of three men, the
head of one being crushed in. A number of instruments were scattered round’.60 This rumour
prompted one of many rescue missions, none of which produced any concrete evidence of
the fate of the expedition. It did however confirm the widespread existence of stories about
the expedition, and of claims to know the whereabouts of its final resting place.
So from beyond the clouds, the expedition continued to resonate through the ongoing refrain
of a question: Where is Andrée? Hints of possible answers to this question were revealed through
the circulation of various bodies – animate and inanimate – whose differential speed of move-
ment seemed to attest to the potential fate of the expedition. The expedition carried with it
36 carrier pigeons, sponsored by the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladet, to be used as a means of
communication. On 15 July 1897 (four days after the departure of the expedition), at 80° 44’,
N 20° 20’ E, the crew of a Norwegian sealer, The Alken, notices a strange bird settling on the
deck. The skipper shoots the bird, at which point it falls overboard. Some hours later The Alken
meets another ship, the crew of which suggest that the bird might have been one of Andrée’s
carrier pigeons. Returning to the location, the crew of The Alken manage to find the dead bird
floating in the water, on which they find a small cylinder:
From Andrée’s Polar Expedition to Aftonbladet, Stockholm. Open the cylinder from the side and take out two
letters; of these the one in ordinary hand is to be wired to Aftonbladet, the one in shorthand is to be sent by the
first post to the paper.
Despite these instructions, the cylinder actually contains only one letter:
13th July
12.30 Midday, lat. 82° 2’ long. 15° 5’ E. good speed to E. 10° south. All well on board. This is the third pigeon
post.61
Other pigeons bearing news from Andrée are reportedly found at Soevda, in Rifylke, and
near Tromsø Island, in Norway, the first of which contained the message: ‘North Pole passed,
fifteenth’. On the second, the message was reportedly: ‘North Pole, 142 W., 47 minutes,
62 degrees’.62 A ‘plague of pigeons’, real and imagined, begins appearing across Sweden, Norway
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and Northern Europe, and ‘the impression is conveyed at certain times that the woods are
full of pigeons’, all of which seem to ‘bear on various parts of their persons numbers of
words of highly cryptogramic [sic] character’.63
As time passes the intensity of this space of expectancy fades, amplified by the time-
lagged appearance of circulating materials from the expedition. The expedition carried with
it a number of buoys, ‘which we intend to drop upon the ice at intervals. These, drifting
with the ice in the ocean currents, may take to those farther south information of the experi-
ences and hopes of the three of us who propose to stake our lives upon the success of this
aerial trial with chance’.64 At Kollafjord, on the North East Coast of Iceland, on 14 May
1899 (672 days after the departure of the expedition) a small buoy (No. 7) is found on a
beach, sent to Reykjavik, before arriving in Stockholm via Copenhagen:
This buoy has been thrown from Andrée’s balloon at 10h. 55min. GMT on the 11th of July 1897 in about 82°
latitude and 25° long. E. fr. Gr. We are floating at a height of 600 metres.
All well.
Andrée Strindberg Fraenkel.65
On 11 September 1899, at King Charles Land, in the South Eastern part of the Svalbard
Archipelago, the expedition’s Polar Buoy is found. This was to be dropped when the exped-
ition had reached the pole. No message is contained within. On 27 August 1900 (1142 days
after the departure of the expedition) another buoy is found in Lögsletten, Finnmark, Norway:
Buoy No. 4. The first thrown out on the 11th July, 10 p.m. G.M.T.
Our journey has hitherto gone well. We are still moving on at height of 250m. (830ft) in a direction which at
first was N. 10° E. declination, but later N. 45° E declination. Four carrier-pigeons were sent off at 5h 40 p.m.
Greenw. time. They flew westerly. We are now in over the ice, which is much broken up in all directions. Weather
magnificent. In best of humours.
Andrée Strindberg Fraenkel
Above the clouds since 7.45 G.M.T.66
So, long after the disappearance of Andrée and his companions, the expedition continues to
circulate as a field of movement, a barely sensed field of affects. As Deleuze writes, such
affects are ‘not individuated like people and things, but nevertheless they do not blend into
the indifference of the world. They have singularities which enter into virtual conjunction and
each time constitute a complex entity. It is like points of melting, of boiling, of condensation,
of coagulation’.67 This remotely sensed field of affect is individuated once again when, on
6 August 1930, a Norwegian ship, The Braatvag, taking advantage of unusually mild weather,
makes a brief stop at the remote, ice-covered, and often ice-bound White Island (Kvitøya),
100 miles northeast of Svalbard, where some of the crew go ashore to hunt and flense wal-
ruses. While ashore, the crew find a canvas boat half buried in the snow. Subsequent digging
reveals the remains of the 1897 Andrée expedition: the bodies of two of the expedition




Soon afterwards, a second ship – The Isbjörn – visits the site and recovers further material,
including a third body, and some photographic film. The discovery of the remains becomes
an international news sensation. The diffuse field in which the expedition had been latent is
actualized, precipitating as a narrative serialized in newspapers accompanied by retouched ver-
sions of the surviving photographic exposures. And the remains are hewn and picked from
the ground, and returned, in pieces, to Stockholm, where they become the moving material
for a period of national mourning at the centre of which is a nostalgic longing for the heroic
enactment of national aspiration.68
Conclusion
Rather than revisiting the Andrée expedition in order to trace the wider cultural geographies
in which its undertaking or rediscovery is implicated, this article has provided an account of
the expedition that takes seriously how its materialities come to consist through different con-
figurations of moving bodies: through the movement of The Eagle rising and falling, affect-
ing and being affected by changes in a field of atmospheric affects; through this movement
registering as feeling in moving, sensing bodies; and through a distributed atmospheric field
of circulating materials moving at differential rates from which obviously emotional geogra-
phies precipitate – narratives of hope, longing, sadness, despair, and joy through which the
afterlife of the expedition continues to persist.
In mapping the moving geographies of the Andrée expedition thus, the article has sought
to exemplify how atmospheric space can be conceived in terms of a processual materiality that
runs transversal to the meteorological and the affective. Atmosphere conceived thus is not only
an imagined space. Nor is it only a space rendered explicit or constructed via various scientific
practices. It is also a space of affective materiality actualized through the ongoing movement
of bodies where bodies, following Spinoza, are defined not so much in terms of their phe-
nomenological integrity or humanness but in terms of their capacity to affect and be affected.
Situated along this Spinozist cartography, the affectivity of moving bodies does indeed become
more abstract, less immediately fleshy, and less tangibly human. Bodies become aerostats, gusts
of wind, enveloped hydrogen, circulating materials. And, as such, Spinoza’s writing supports an
affective geography open to how pipes and cables, guide-ropes and drag-lines, and assorted
technical devices participate in the engineering of distinctive kinds of affective materials.69
Andrée, after all, was an engineer. And the balloon expedition was an attempt to engineer a
technical solution to the problem of polar travel by addressing atmosphere as a field of affect.
Yet, while it forces a recognition that the affectivity of atmosphere is not reducible to emo-
tional experience, foregrounding Spinoza as part of an attempt to understand atmosphere as
a field of affect does not preclude attending to how this field registers in the ‘relational-matri-
ces’ of particular kinds of sensing bodies.70 Thus, and second, the article has sought to
demonstrate how the affective atmospheres through which aerostatic bodies move are best
conceived in ways that acknowledge the passage from and between affect (as a pre-personal
field of intensity), feeling (as that intensity registered in a sensing body), and emotion (as that
felt intensity expressed in a socio-culturally recognizable form). So, while it can be conceived
of as an attempt to engineer a way of addressing atmosphere in technical and abstract terms,
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the Andrée expedition also involved the sensing of an abstract field through the feeling of
movement and disorientation. Furthermore, the expedition was also generative of a distrib-
uted field of affectivity, which, although barely and remotely sensed, can precipitate through
the appearance of various materials, texts, and images. In this way, it becomes possible to
think of the Andrée expedition as a passage through atmospheric spaces of affective move-
ment that do not obey the neat ontological distinctions that, as Tim Ingold suggests, have
so often framed engagements with earth-atmosphere relations.71
Rethinking the affectivity of atmospheric spaces and aerostatic bodies in this way is not only
of consequence for attempts to think of the cultural geographies of which such a ‘strange
journey’ as the Jules Verne-like Andrée expedition is generative.72 It might also become part of
the development of conceptual vocabularies with which to rethink the logics of materiality that
inform research within and beyond human geography. As Ben Anderson and John Wylie argue
in an important forthcoming paper, such vocabularies are crucial to any effort to rethink the
materialities of which geographies consist.73 While it is by no means the only conceptual vehicle
through which such thinking might be cultivated, atmosphere is particularly resonant, moving
as it does between the materiality of meteorology and affectivity, and in ways that invoke a
space simultaneously distributed and virtual but from which certain intensities are registered –
actually – as felt variations of pressure, density, or buoyancy. The ongoing development of such
vocabularies is perhaps of particular importance in a world where atmosphere and airspace are
both becoming rendered increasingly explicit as political and techno-scientific zones, while also
remaining spaces whose affects are registered, even if often only remotely, through the modi-
fication, however minor, of sensing, moving bodies.74 Addressing the different techniques and
technologies through which such sensing takes place, should be a central aspect of any future
attempt to rethink air and atmosphere, regardless of the altitude, speed, or affective intensity
of the vehicle through which this sensing is enacted.
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